In many big cities, the density of tall buildings makes it difficult to use GPS technology. Moreover, GPS often doesn't work inside these large buildings. To help people navigate these major metropolitan areas, researchers are looking at ways to use base stations for Wi-Fi, cellular phones, and Bluetooth.
Many beacons
Labs at Microsoft, test projects at the Edinburgh Festival in Scotland, and companies such as Quarterscope Solutions (www.quarterscope.com) are moving forward with projects that will bring real-time mapping and location data to portable-equipment users. Once they've gained market acceptance, these mobile products will be able to pick up signals from a few base stations and then triangulate to determine someone's location.
"The basic idea is that there are large numbers of radio beacons in the environment. Wi-Fi units all broadcast a MAC [medial access control] address, so if you know where that is, you can determine where you are," says Anthony LaMarca, a project lead at Intel Research Seattle.
LaMarca is working with the University of Washington and University of California, San Diego, devising a scheme called Place Lab. Although the scheme can use many communication technologies, Wi-Fi is currently the key standard because it's widely available and has enough distance to let users receive signals from multiple base stations.
Place Lab software includes the addresses for a growing number of sites scattered around major metropolitan areas such as Boston, Chicago, and Seattle. The locations of these addresses are tracked by hobbyists, clubs, and other groups and are readily available on the Web.
Getting close
Receiving a signal from a single broadcast unit can provide locational data. Wireless signal distances are not that long, so users know they're somewhere within the diameter of the nodes' range. "If it's Bluetooth, you know you're very close. If it's Wi-Fi, you're a bit further away," LaMarca says.
Triangulating multiple signals helps more accurately determine locations. At present, the system provides accuracy to around 20Â-30 meters, which is generally close enough for people searching for an address or a store.
That accuracy is poor compared to GPS systems, but Place Lab is effectively free so long as a user has Wi-Fi or other protocols on a system that can run the software (found at www.placelab.org). Devices with more connections, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and cellular phones, will be able to access more base stations, so they'll have better accuracy. And low cost might prompt some to combine GPS and Wi-Fi to cover areas where GPS has problems.
Others are developing systems that use Wi-Fi and other wireless links to provide locational information, but LaMarca says Place Lab is the first to work "in the wild." Intel and partners at the universities aren't doing their research in controlled applications, but in urban areas.
"We're dealing with the coffee shops that go out of business, the student who suddenly moves a broadcast site from Washington to Orlando when the semester ends," LaMarca says.
Conclusion
Unpredictability is one of the challenges facing developers who want to use Wi-Fi for location mapping. Coffee shops and other businesses could open, go out of business, move or upgrade their equipment without notifying groups that keep track of where the base stations are. Some might also turn networks off at night, although LaMarca notes that most of these businesses tend to get networks going and never touch or even think about them unless something goes wrong. "It's surprising how many of the networks don't have a name or anything, it just has whatever the hardware says right out of the box.
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